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ABSTRACT
Many collaborative filtering recommender systems collect
and use users’ explicitly entered preferences in the form of
ratings for items. However, in many real world scenarios,
this form of feedback can be difficult to obtain or unavail-
able (e.g., news portals). In this case recommendations must
be built by leveraging more abundant implicit feedback data,
which only indirectly signal users’ preferences or opinions.
A record in such datasets is a result of an action performed
by a user on an item (e.g., the item was clicked or viewed).
State-of-the-art implicit feedback recommender systems pre-
dict whether the user will act on a target item and interpret
this prediction as a discovered preference for the item. These
models are trained by observations of user actions of one sin-
gle type. For instance, they predict that a user will watch
a video using a dataset of observed video watch actions. In
this paper we conjecture that multiple types of user actions
may be jointly exploited to predict one target type of ac-
tions. We present a general prediction model (MMF - Multi-
ple action types Matrix Factorization) that implements this
conjecture and we illustrate some practical examples. The
empirical evaluation of MMF, which was conducted on a
large real world dataset, shows that using multiple actions
is beneficial and it can outperform a state-of-the-art implicit
feedback model that uses only the target action data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Collaborative filtering (CF) is a popular recommendation

technique where user ratings/likes are analyzed to predict
missing ratings/likes. Many CF systems collect and use
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users’ explicitly entered preferences: ratings for items. How-
ever, in many real world scenarios ratings can be difficult to
obtain or unavailable (e.g., news portals). Hence, recom-
menders have been also built by leveraging more abundant
implicit feedback data, such as the log of item/page views or
item purchases [9], which only indirectly signal users’ pref-
erences or opinions [10].

We say that an item is labeled (positively) by a user if
the user performed an “action” on the item (e.g., the item
was viewed or purchased). We note that it might be erro-
neous to conclude that since the user acted on an item, then
the user liked it (implicit feedback). Besides, analysing user
actions, it is even harder to reliably identify which items a
user does not like. In fact, usually there is no explicitly neg-
ative feedback/action, and the items not acted by the user
cannot be directly assigned to the “negative” label. Further-
more, data is usually extremely sparse and unbalanced [15]:
only a small part of the items is labeled with actions.

Two general approaches to treat implicit feedback data in
CF have been proposed: weighting [3, 12] and sampling [12].
The first one treats all the unlabeled items as negatively la-
beled examples and the (label) prediction model is based
on weighted low-rank approximation [8]. The second uses a
sampling strategy to draw some unlabeled items and treats
them as negative examples. The source data is thus split
into several parts where each part has the same positive
examples and different negative and unlabeled examples.
The final prediction model is built by employing all these
data parts. Both approaches use a non-negative matrix of
weights, which are called confidence weights, that indicate
the confidence in the negativeness or positiveness of the as-
signed label. We stress that these systems can only predict
whether an item is labeled positively, i.e., a user will act on
it. When these systems recommend the positively predicted
items it is implicitly assumed that the user likes the items
on which she has acted.

In this paper we consider, simultaneously, multiple types
of user actions, e.g., user clicks, user views, and user book-
marks. We introduce a method that reinforces the confi-
dence weights, either for the positive or negative labels of
an action (e.g., view), by leveraging observations of another
type of action (e.g., click). The proposed method takes ad-
vantage of the existence of a range of action types to improve
the confidence in certain observations for a given target ac-
tion. For example, if a user opened the description of a
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movie, read it, watched a movie trailer but did not watch
the movie, then the method increases the confidence that
the user will not watch this movie. This information, as we
will show in this short article, may help to develop a more
accurate prediction model of the video views.

We note that this research initiated when we observed the
existence of a correlation between the presence of an action
of type A on an item with the absence of an action of another
type B. We conjectured that this type of correlations may
be generalized and leveraged to overcome the data sparsity
problem and to better predict users’ actions.

We conducted an experimental evaluation of the proposed
method using a dataset provided by the mass media com-
pany P7S11. We designed a novel, multiple actions, predic-
tion model (MMF), that extends Hu’s et al. [3] weighted CF
model for implicit feedback (IMF). MMF incorporates mul-
tiple action types in order to better predict a target user ac-
tion. The experiment results show that the proposed model
outperforms IMF.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We intro-
duce state-of-the-art user actions prediction techniques in
Section 2. We then describe our general model and provide
concrete examples of it in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
data and Section 5 contains the results of our experiments.
Finally, in Section 6 we conclude the paper and indicate
some future work.

2. STATE OF THE ART
We start this section by introducing a state-of-the-art

model (IMF) for predicting user actions that follows the ap-
proach proposed in [3]. Later we will generalize this model
by considering observations for a range of action types.

The input data for the action prediction model is a |U |×|I|
non-negative matrix, whose entries aui count the number of
observed actions of user u on item i, e.g., the number of
clicks on an item. If no action is observed then aui is zero.

The model predicts whether the user will act on a target
item, hence an indicator function p, is introduced:

pui =

{
1 aui > 0

0 aui = 0

The model generates predictions p̂ui for the items i where
pui = 0. In fact, the absence of observed actions of the user
u on item i does not mean that the user will not act on the
item in the future. Hu et al. [3] interprets this prediction
p̂ui as a (predicted) preference for the item. For instance, in
case the action is a click, a predicted click is interpreted as
a predicted preference. We will not follow this interpreta-
tion and we will simply assume that the model predicts user
actions.

IMF introduces also a confidence function:

cui = c(aui)

which indicates the confidence in the value assigned to pui
on the base of the observation aui. In fact, if aui > 0, hence
pui = 1, the model should strongly rely on this information,
as it is based on real observations of user u actions on the
item i. Conversely, we should not force the model to rely on
information that u never acted on i (aui = 0): the user may
act on the item in the future, that is what we want to predict.

1http://www.prosiebensat1.com/

Furthermore, it might be the case that the user was never
exposed to the item and therefore did not act on it. Hence,
the confidence that pui = 0, for items where aui = 0 (i.e.,
when we miss observations) must be much smaller than the
confidence that pui = 1 for items where aui > 0. Otherwise,
if we strongly believe that pui = 0 when aui = 0, then there
will be no point in building a prediction model p̂ui for the
items where aui = 0.

In IMF the target action prediction p̂ui is computed using
matrix factorization (MF). Each user u and item i is asso-
ciated with an f -dimensional factors vector xu ∈ Rf and
yi ∈ Rf respectively. The predicted value is computed by
the inner product of these two vectors: p̂ui = xTu yi. The fac-
tor vectors are computed by minimizing the following cost
function:

min
x∗,y∗

∑
u,i

cui(pui − xTu yi)2 + λ(
∑
u

‖xu‖2 +
∑
i

‖yi‖2) (1)

The constant λ weights the regularizer term to avoid model’s
overfitting [13]. The value of λ is data-dependent and de-
termined by cross-validation.

In addition to IMF, other approaches have incorporated
user- or item-related information to the confidence values to
improve the prediction system results [5, 14, 2]. There are
also models that predict a user’s immediate next action by
observing sequential patterns of actions [7, 16]. Moreover,
existing models can be employed as components in more
complex boosting [6] or hybrid [1, 11] techniques.

3. GENERAL MODEL AND EXAMPLES
In this paper we conjecture that the prediction accuracy

of a model can be improved by leveraging the observation of
a range of action types, i.e., not only the actions that are to
be predicted. For instance, the information whether a user
bookmarked a page may be useful to predict if the user will
read a page.

We now describe our general action prediction model called
MMF (Multiple action types Matrix Factorization). Sup-
pose we have a dataset of d+ 1 types of users’ actions. The
variable ajui counts or measures the observations of an ac-
tion of type j performed by a user u on an item i. We
assume that there is a target action j = 0 (predicted), and
non-target actions are instead those for j ∈ {1, . . . , d} (pre-
dictive).

The indication function of the target action p0
ui and the

confidence c0ui of the target action are now functions of all
the observations for all the action types:

p0
ui = p(a0

ui, a
1
ui, . . . , a

d
ui) c0ui = c(a0

ui, a
1
ui, . . . , a

d
ui)

As in IMF, in order to build the prediction model for the
target action by using MF techniques one should minimize
the cost-function in Equation 1. The difference, with re-
spect to IMF, is due to the usage of different confidence and
indicator matrices: c0ui and p0

ui. Moreover, the optimization
process must consider all the possible u, i pairs, and the huge
number of terms prevents us from applying the most direct
optimization techniques, such as stochastic gradient descent.
Thus, an alternating least squares (ALS) optimization pro-
cedure was employed.

Below we illustrate two applications of MMF related to
P7S1’s video streaming service 7TV2 that provides access

2http://www.7tv.de/
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Figure 1: The distribution of probability that a user
will start to watch a video after ∆ days since the
video details page was opened

to videos and TV-shows (a set of videos). We consider three
types of actions: a user opened a video details page, a user
stopped to watch a video and a user marked a TV-show as
“watch later”.

3.1 Predicting video views with open details
actions

In the first example MMF predicts that a user will watch
a video by also leveraging the observations of two additional
action types: the user opened the video details page and the
user stopped to watch a video.

Let vui ∈ [0, 1] denote the percentage of video i viewed
by user u. The service obtains this data when a user stops
to watch a video. A positive example of the user target
action (a user started to watch a video) is observed when
vui > 0. So, in case only this target action type is used, the
indicator function p can be defined as:

pui =

{
1 vui > 0

0 vui = 0

In general, as vui grows, we have stronger confidence that
pui = 1. At the same time, for items where we missed
observations the confidence that pui = 0 should be much
smaller. A feasible choice for cui would be:

cui = 1 + αvui

The parameter α ≥ 0 is a meta parameter that must be
optimized. The value of α is data-dependent and deter-
mined by cross-validation. Increasing α places (proportion-
ally) more weight on the non-zero observations while de-
creasing α places more weight on non-observed items.

Analyzing the data we noted that if a user opened a video
details page but did not watch the video then there is a high
probability that the user will not watch the video in the
future. The probability is proportional to the time passed
since the video details page was opened (Fig. 1).

This observation can be used to increase the confidence
in the negative examples (pui = 0) of the target action.
The more days are passed since the video details page was
opened (the video still has not been watched), the higher
must be the confidence that pui will stay equal to 0.

Let us denote with oui the variable indicating that a user
has visited (oui = 1) or not (oui = 0) a video details page.
Moreover, let ∆ui be the number of days since the visit ac-
tion, oui = 1, was observed, and b−∆ui is the function that
approximates the probability distribution displayed in Fig. 1.
Then the confidence value is assumed to be as follow:

cui =


1 + αvui vui > 0

1 + β(1− b−∆ui) vui = 0 and oui = 1

1 vui = 0 and oui = 0

Here α, β and b are data-dependent meta parameters that
should be tuned. By cross-validation we found that α = 80,
β = 8 and b = 10 produce good results in our experiments.
The parameter b should be greater than 1.

3.2 Predicting TV-show views with watch later
actions

In the second example MMF predicts that a user will
watch a TV-show. Even in this scenario we use observa-
tions of two action types: a user watches a video, and a
user marks a TV-show as “watch later”. We denote with
sui ∈ [0, 1] the percentage of a TV-show i viewed by a user
u. The positive examples of the user target action (a user
started to watch a TV-show) are observed when sui > 0.

In contrast to the previous example, the “watch later” ac-
tion type can be here used to reinforce the confidence in pos-
itive examples of the target action. In fact, in 86% of cases a
user watched a TV-show after she marked it as“watch later”.
Let lui ∈ {0, 1} indicate the absence/presence of item i in
the set of TV-shows that u would like to watch later. Ac-
cording to our data analysis, if a user adds an item to the
“watch later” set, then there is a high probability that a user
will watch such an item. Hence, the indicator function p can
be defined as:

pui =

{
1 sui > 0 or lui = 1

0 sui = 0 and lui = 0

At the same time, we conjecture that the confidence that a
user will watch a TV-show should be increased when a user
marks it as “watch later”. So, the confidence value can be
defined as:

cui =

{
1 + αsui + γlui sui > 0 or lui > 0

1 sui = 0 and lui = 0

As in the previous example, α and γ are meta parameters
that must be determined by cross-validation. In our exper-
iments, setting α = 40 and γ = 5 was found to produce
optimal results.

4. DATASETS
The data3 provided by mass media company P7S1 con-

tains information about the interaction of users with the
on-line video streaming service 7TV for one month. A user
interacts with the service through a set of devices. For
this reason we consider a device as a user, i.e., users are
anonymised. Table 1 shows some statistics about the de-
vices (users), videos and TV-shows (items), observations of
different action types.

A “Video details opened action” record indicates that a
user opened a video details page. A “Video view stopped

3http://www.inf.unibz.it/˜gurbanov/vod data.html
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Table 1: Statistics of the used datasets
Collection name Size
Devices 128k
Videos 23k
TV-shows 347
Video view stopped action 0.8M
Video details opened action 1.6M
Watch later action 1.1k

Table 2: “Video view stopped action” record
User Video Watched percent Timestamp
4E6E8D... 380934 0.84 1438387203

action” record contains the maximal percentage of a video
viewed by a user. A “Watch later action” record refers to a
TV-show that a user marked to watch it later. All action
records contain the time when the action was performed.
For the “Video view stopped action” type the timestamp
field stores the last time a user watched the video (Table 2).

“Videos”, “TV-shows” and “Devices” in Table 1 count only
items that are found in the actions collections. The sparsity
of the indicator and confidence values matrices are approxi-
mately 99.9%.

5. EVALUATION
In our experimental evaluation we have compared MMF

with IMF. We used the actions from the first three weeks
as training sets, while the more recent actions was used for
validation and testing purposes. We indicate with T the test
set of target actions, and the observation of an action in T
is denoted with atui. In our datasets users often perform a
target action multiple times. Because it is more interesting
for a user to be recommended with items that she has not
acted recently, or that she is not aware of [3], we removed
from the test set T all the actions atui belonging to the target
type that were already presented in the training set.

The models generate for each user a list of items sorted in
descending order by their predicted value p̂ui. Since the test
set contains only positive observations of the target action,
precision based metrics are not appropriate to measure the
quality of the compared models, hence, we used a recall
measure: Mean Percentage Ranking (MPR) [4, 3]. MPR
evaluates a user’s satisfaction with an ordered list of items.

MPR(T ) =

∑
u,i∈T a

t
uirankui∑

u,i∈T a
t
ui

We denote by rankui the percentile ranking of the item i
within the ordered list of all the items predicted to receive
the target action by user u. rankui = 0% indicates that i is
predicted on top of the items that will be acted by u, while
rankui = 100% indicates that i is predicted at the bottom
of the ranked items for u. Lower values of MPR are better,
as they indicate that users actually acted (atui > 0) on the
clips that are ranked on top. Notice that a random ranking
will have MPR equal to 50%. Thus, MPR < 50% indicates
an algorithm better than random.

We also calculated Recall at 20 (R@20). We denote with
S20
u the top 20 items in the ranked list of the predicted items

that will be acted by a user u, and with AT
u the items on

which the user u actually acted and present in T . If UT

Table 3: Comparison of IMF and MMF (f=20)
Metric IMF MMF Improvement

Video views MPR 12.9 12.6 2.3%
prediction R@20 17.1 17.3 1.1%
TV-show views MPR 27.3 24.4 10.6%
prediction R@20 38.8 44.8 15.5%

denotes the users in T then R@20 is defined as follow:

R@20(T ) =
1

|UT |
∑

u∈UT

|S20
u ∩AT

u |
|AT

u |

We evaluated the two example applications presented above
for different number of latent factors f ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40}. We
anticipate that for all these choices MMF outperforms IMF.
Hence, we present the results only for the optimal number of
latent factors, f = 20, which was found by cross validation
on the training data.

In the first example the models predict that a user will
watch a video, while in the second one the models predict
that a user will watch a TV-show. IMF is trained by us-
ing only the target action data, while MMF uses also the
“watch later” action type. As can be seen in Table 3, MMF
outperforms IMF in terms of MPR and R@20.

We must observe that in the second example the “watch
later” actions let us add positive examples of the indicator
function, thereby increasing prediction recall. Conversely, in
the first example by considering the “open video details” ac-
tions we can only tune the confidence of negative examples of
the indicator function. That explains why the improvement
brought by MMF is larger in the second case.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we conjectured that multiple types of user

actions, e.g., user clicks, user views, and user bookmarks,
can be jointly exploited to predict one target type of ac-
tions. Hence, we have presented a general model (MMF)
that predicts a target user action by leveraging information
about actions of multiple types and we illustrated two prac-
tical applications of this model. The empirical evaluation of
MMF, which was conducted on a large real world dataset,
showed that using multiple actions is beneficial and can out-
perform a state-of-the-art implicit feedback model that uses
only the target action data. This conclusion was not obvi-
ous since not all available action types may be relevant for
the prediction of a target action. Moreover, the presence of
latent relations between action types might have a negative
impact on the prediction results.

The incorporation of multiple action types into the pre-
diction requires the definition of specific indicator and con-
fidence functions and the optimization of multiple meta pa-
rameters. Currently these functions have been identified
heuristically, after an exploratory analysis of the data. As
future work, we want to set up data mining solutions that
can automatically discover the hidden relationships between
actions of different types and compute the indicator and con-
fidence functions. The ultimate goal of our research is the
application of the proposed model as a component of a movie
recommender system, hence we will also derive a preference
model from the learned actions prediction model.
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